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7HAT IS GAME STUDIES 
ANYWAY
$AVID " .IEBORG
5NIVERSITY OF  !MSTERDAM
*OKE (ERMES
)N(OLLAND 5NIVERSITY AND 5NIVERSITY OF  !MSTERDAM 
@ARSQ@BS   )N THIS INTRODUCTION GAME STUDIES IS ARGUED TO BE A FORCE OF 
INNOVATION FOR CULTURAL STUDIES 7HILE GAME STUDIES AS IT HAS DEVELOPED OVER 
THE LAST  YEARS FITS WELL WITHIN CULTURAL STUDIES METHODOLOGY AND THEORY 
IT DOES MORE THAN BENEFIT FROM CULTURAL STUDIES AS A @MOTHER DISCIPLINE 
'AME STUDIES PROVES ITSELF TO BE A STRONG FORCE ESPECIALLY IN ITS PRODUCTIVE 
USE OF POLITICAL ECONOMY TO ANALYSE GAMES AND GAMING AS A NEW	 CULTURAL 
FORM "UILDING ON A DESCRIPTIVE TAXONOMY OF GAMES AND GAMING BY BOTH 
GENRE AND @PLATFORM THIS IS AN INTRODUCTION TO GAMES AND GAMING FOR 
THOSE WITH A CULTURAL STUDIES BACKGROUND 7HILE IDEALLY GAME STUDIES WILL 
DEVELOP ALSO AS CULTURAL CRITIQUE THIS IS A FAR CRY FROM DOMINANT PRACTICE IN 
THE GAMER COMMUNITY 'AMERS TEND TO BE @HANDINGLOVE WITH THE INDUSTRY 
)T IS HIGH TIME FOR GAME STUDIES TO TURN A CRITICAL EYE ON ITSELF
JDXVNQCR   GAME GENRES GAME STUDIES PLATFORMS 
POLITICAL ECONOMY UPGRADE CULTURE
)N  2ICHARD *OHNSON FAMOUSLY WONDERED IN A DOUBLELENGTH ESSAY 
IN 3OCIAL 4EXT  @7HAT  IS CULTURAL STUDIES ANYWAY (E SUGGESTS  THAT WE 
UNDERSTAND IT AS @A KIND OF ALCHEMY FOR PRODUCING USEFUL KNOWLEDGE CODIFY 
IT AND YOU MIGHT HALT ITS REACTIONS n 	 @3HOULD CULTURAL STUDIES 
ASPIRE TO BE AN ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE IS HIS LEADING QUESTION 4HIS IS THE 
VERY QUESTION FACING GAME STUDIES TODAY !S AN INTERDISCIPLINARY ENDEAVOUR 
AS A CRITIQUE IT COULD BE A FORCE IN THE WORLD AS A FORCED UNITY IT MIGHT 
TURN INWARD AND LOSE ITS SOCIAL AND POLITICAL STRENGTH /F COURSE PRECEDING 
THIS QUESTION ARE WHAT WOULD SEEM TO BE TWO SIMPLER ONES WHAT IS GAME 
STUDIES ANYWAY !ND WHAT IS IT DOING HERE IN A CULTURAL STUDIES JOURNAL
*OHNSON SUGGESTS THAT WE UNDERSTAND CULTURAL STUDIES AS AN ORGANIC	 
WHOLE RATHER THAN AS A UNITY WHICH CAME INTO BEING UNDER SPECIFIC HIS
TORICAL CONDITIONS 5NDERSTANDING CULTURAL STUDIES AS A WHOLE ALLOWS HIM 
TO DISCUSS THE CENTRAL DIRECTIONS TAKEN IN THE FIELD AND TO MAKE ROOM FOR 
DIFFERENT VERSIONS AND APPROACHES 5NDERSTANDING A FIELD AS A UNITY CAN 
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RESULT IN OVERLY CODIFIED ORTHODOXIES 3IMILARLY THE DRIVING FORCE BEHIND 
PRESENTING A SPECIAL ISSUE ON GAMES GAMING AND GAME STUDIES HERE IS TO 
BRING CULTURAL STUDIES UP TO SPEED WITH A NEW DOMAIN OF RESEARCH WHILE 
INVESTIGATING THE POSSIBILITY  THAT  IT CAN BOTH  LEARN FROM AND REINFORCE 
GAME STUDIES  @SENSE OF DIRECTION  )T  IS MOVING AGAINST CODIFICATION OF 
CULTURAL STUDIES AS A FIELD AND SUGGESTS  TOTALLY IMMODESTLY THAT GAME 
STUDIES MIGHT BENEFIT FROM UNDERSTANDING ITSELF IN THE LIGHT OF CULTURAL 
STUDIES TRADITIONS
!S WITH ALL INTELLECTUAL TRADITIONS *OHNSON ARGUES CULTURAL STUDIES HAS 
TO BE UNDERSTOOD IN ITS LOCATEDNESS -ARX AND 'RAMSCI ARE HIS THEORETICAL 
@FATHER FIGURES 4HREE PREMISES AND A SUGGESTION SHAPE HIS DISCUSSION 
ALL OF WHICH WILL BE FAMILIAR BUT NEVERTHELESS BEAR REPEATING TO SEE WHAT 
THEY MIGHT MEAN TO GAME STUDIES 4HE PREMISES ARE FIRST THAT CULTURAL 
PROCESSES ARE  INTIMATELY CONNECTED WITH SOCIAL RELATIONS 4HE SECOND IS 
THAT CULTURE INVOLVES POWER AND HELPS TO PRODUCE ASYMMETRIES 4HE THIRD 
IS THAT CULTURE IS NEITHER AN AUTONOMOUS NOR AN EXTERNALLY DETERMINED 
FIELD BUT A SITE OF SOCIAL DIFFERENCES AND STRUGGLES *OHNSON n	 ! 
LITTLE LATER HE SUGGESTS THAT INTERLOCKING CIRCUITS OF CAPITAL AND CIRCUITS OF 
CULTURE COULD SERVE AS AN OPEN MULTILAYERED THEORETICAL MODEL 7HILE 
A NUMBER OF  INTERESTING AND RELEVANT  INSIGHTS FOLLOW FROM THIS MODEL 
SUFFICE TO SAY THAT NEW CONSTELLATIONS OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE CULTURE NEED 
CAREFUL OBSERVATION 4HE FACT THAT @MASCULINE AND MIDDLECLASS STRUCTURES 
OF hINTERESTv IN BOTH MEANINGS OF THE TERM	 CONTINUE TO DEFINE WHAT ARE 
@IMPORTANT PUBLIC ISSUES n 	 MIGHT BE A SAVING GRACE FOR GAME 
STUDIES MEANING MONEY FOR RESEARCH OR RESULTING IN UNTIMELY CODIFICATION 
AS IT ALSO COULD MEAN UNDUE AND PREMATURE GENERAL INTEREST IN A FIELD THAT 
NEEDS TIME TO DEVELOP
 &OR CULTURAL STUDIES *OHNSON IDENTIFIED POLITICAL LIMITS AND POTENTIALS 
FOR THREE AREAS AND THEY WILL COME AS NO SURPRISE 4HEY HAVE REMAINED 
RELEVANT TO DEVELOPMENT IN CULTURAL STUDIES AND COULD DO THE SAME FOR 
GAME STUDIES AS WELL AS FOR ROBUST CULTURAL CRITIQUE "Y KEEPING AN EYE 
ON OUR OWN POSITIONS	 WITHIN THE CIRCUITS OF POWER AND CULTURE *OHNSON 
HOPES THAT WE CAN AVOID AT THE VERY LEAST BECOMING PART OF THE @PROBLEM 
AND PERHAPS EVEN CONTRIBUTE TO SOLUTIONS SUCH AS MORE EQUAL RELATIONS 
OF POWER OR A STRONG AND ENGAGED RATHER THAN DISMISSIVE PUBLIC DEBATE 
ABOUT THE WIDEST POSSIBLE RANGE OF CULTURAL FORMS
)N CULTURAL STUDIES *OHNSON SEES WORK ON PRODUCTION THAT TURNS A BLIND 
EYE TOWARDS THE COMPLEXITY OF EVERYDAY PRACTICE AND COMMON SENSE 4HERE IS 
TEXTUAL ANALYSIS THAT FOREGOES UNDERSTANDING BEYOND THE DETERMINATIONS 
OF THE FILMIC TEXT WHICH TWO DECADES AGO WAS A KEY SITE OF DISCUSSION	 
4HERE IS ETHNOGRAPHIC WORK THAT OVERIDENTIFIES WITH PARTICULAR GROUPS AND 
DOES NOT WISH TO TAKE A STEP BACK FROM THE POLITICAL PROJECT OF DEFENDING 
FOR EXAMPLE MIDDLECLASS DISDAIN FOR A POPULAR GENRE )N TWO DECADES 
*OHNSONS WISH STILL STANDS FOR A CULTURAL STUDIES THAT IS OPENMINDED AND 
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OPENHEARTED RECOGNIZED FOR MAKING POLITICS AND THE GENERAL PUBLIC MORE 
CULTURALLY AWARE AND OPEN BOTH ON THE RIGHT AND LEFTWINGS	 
7E TOO WANT TO @BREED CULTURAL ANALYSIS THAT UNDERSTANDS SOCIAL COM
PLEXITY THAT UNDERSTANDS THAT TEXTS @FORCE READINGS AND THAT READERS ON 
THEIR PART MANAGE TO NEGOTIATE THAT DISCURSIVE POWER 7E TOO RECOGNIZE 
THE NEED TO UNDERSTAND RELATIONS OF PRODUCTION AND THE INTERLOCKING OF 
CIRCUITS OF POWER AND CULTURE 7HAT HAS CHANGED SIGNIFICANTLY ARE THE 
CULTURAL FORMS THAT WE ARGUE ABOUT POLITICALLY WHICH ARE TAKING THE BRUNT 
OF HIGHCULTURAL AND MIDDLECLASS INDIGNATION AND OUTCRY WHILE MAKING 
MONEY FOR CORPORATE CAPITALISM 7HEREAS *OHNSON REFERRED TO FILM POPULAR 
READING TELEVISION AND GIRL CULTURE CULTURAL STUDIES TODAY HAS TO COME TO 
TERMS WITH NEW FORMS OF ELECTRONIC ENTERTAINMENT VIDEO AND COMPUTER 
GAMES NEW FORMS OF COMMUNITYBUILDING AND A RENEWED INTEREST IN MAS
CULINITY AND VIOLENCE OFTEN LINKED TO ETHNICITY AND POPULAR MUSIC !LL 
THREE ARE RELEVANT TO THE DEVELOPING FIELD OF GAME STUDIES
)N THIS SPECIAL ISSUE WE HAVE COLLECTED CONTRIBUTIONS FROM GAME STUDIES 
SCHOLARS 4HEIR WORK BUILDS ON CULTURAL STUDIES AND THE TRADITIONS WITH 
WHICH CULTURAL  STUDIES REMAINS  IN DIALOGUE !RGUABLY HOWEVER GAME 
STUDIES IS NOT CULTURAL STUDIES )T OFFERS ITSELF AS A NEW INTERDISCIPLINARY FIELD 
)T IS RELEVANT TO ASK WHAT IS GAME STUDIES ANYWAY 7E WILL USE *OHNSONS 
QUESTIONS AND OBSERVATIONS TO STRUCTURE OUR OWN AND TO INTRODUCE GAME 
STUDIES AS A DOMAIN OF INQUIRY /F COURSE WE WILL INTRODUCE THE CONTRIBUTIONS 
COLLECTED HERE AND POINT TO HOW THEY CONTRIBUTE TO THE GAME STUDIES OF 
THE FUTURE !LSO WE WANT TO POINT TO WHERE AND HOW CULTURAL STUDIES AS 
AN INTERDISCIPLINARY ENDEAVOUR CAN PROFIT AND LEARN FROM @GAME STUDIES
&OREBEARFORERUNNER
3O FAR DISCUSSION OF GAMING AND OF GAMES HAS APPEARED  IN DEDICATED 
YOUNG JOURNALS AND ON MEDIA STUDIES WEB FORA 'AMING IS OFTEN PART OF 
A WIDERRANGING DISCUSSION OF CULTURAL TEXTS AND PRODUCTS ENCOUNTERED AS 
A MULTIFORM MARKETED PACKAGE 4AKE FOR EXAMPLE 0OKÏMON 0OKÏMON 
ARE A KIND OF ANIMAL THAT CAN BE TRAINED HAVE POWERS AND CAN TRANSFORM 
0OKÏMON CAME TO MEDIA USERS IN  AS AN ANIMATED TELEVISION SERIES 
AND ELECTRONIC AND CARD GAMES $EVELOPED TO SELL .INTENDOS 'AMEBOY 
THE FIRST HANDHELD GAME COMPUTER	 0OKÏMON WAS AN INCREDIBLE HIT WITH 
YOUNG AND NOT SO YOUNG	 USERS WORLDWIDE 4HE GAME BECAME A HIGHLY 
SUCCESSFUL MEANS TO SELL THE HANDHELD COMPUTER 0OKÏMON WAS TAKEN UP 
ALSO BY CRITICS AS A KEY EXAMPLE OF HOW WESTERN SOCIETIES ARE PERVERTING 
CHILDREN AS IT WAS SAID TO CELEBRATE VIOLENCE 0OKÏMON MERCHANDISING AND 
FIERCE MARKETING WAS SEEN AS A STRONG EXAMPLE OF INSTALLING MATERIALISM 
IN YOUNG CHILDREN TO THE DETRIMENT OF HIGHER VALUES 0OKÏMON WAS THE 
DEVIL  INCARNATE $AVID "UCKINGHAM AND *ULIAN 3EFTON'REEN  	 
ANALYSED THE EVIDENT PLEASURE THAT CHILDREN TOOK IN THE SERIES AND THE 
OUTCRY AMONG SELFAPPOINTED GUARDIANS OF MORALITY 4HEY ASSERTED THE 
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CULTURAL COMPLEXITIES AND SIGNIFICANCE OF 0OKÏMON AS BOTH A BUSINESS 
CASE AND A QUESTION OF CULTURAL LOGIC AND VALUE 0OKÏMON CAN BE READ AS A 
NEW TYPE OF @"ILDUNGSROMAN PROTAGONIST !SHS QUEST TO BECOME A GREAT 
TRAINER	 AND A CLEVER MARKETING STRATEGY 0OKÏMON ALSO BROKERED A NEW 
DEAL BETWEEN THE MEDIA  INDUSTRY AND MEDIA USERS !T  THE RIGHT PRICE 
AND AT A CERTAIN QUALITY LEVEL WE FOUND THAT WE WERE WILLING TO INVEST IN 
ELECTRONIC GAMES 7HILE THOSE WHO DO NOT PLAY GAMES ONLY SAW ANOTHER 
SCREEN TAKING AWAY CHILDREN FROM LITERARY CULTURE WITH COMPETITION AND 
FIGHTING BEING OFFERED AS CENTRAL TO BEING SOMEONE OTHERS FOUND A NEW 
AND RICH CULTURAL FORM AND DOMAIN
&ROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF GAME STUDIES QUESTIONS ABOUT 0OKÏMON AND 
THE OTHER HIT GAMES THAT FOLLOWED SUCH AS 4HE 3IMS AND 4YCOON OR &IFA 
SERIES	 OFFER THEMSELVES IN A LOGIC OF WIDENING CIRCLES IN WATER WHAT IS 
THE GAME  LIKE 7HAT PLEASURE AND WHAT  SIGNIFICANCE DOES  IT HAVE FOR 
PLAYERS )N WHAT KIND OF CULTURAL CONTEXT DOES IT FUNCTION (OW DOES IT 
REPRESENT THE WORLD WHAT MORALITY IS OFFERED &OLLOWING THESE TEXT AND 
USEBASED QUESTIONS ARE QUESTIONS OF PRODUCTION 7HAT KIND OF  LABOUR 
AND LABOUR RELATIONS ARE  INVOLVED IN PRODUCING BOTH THE HARDWARE AND 
SOFTWARE 7HICH COMES FIRST 7HILE HARDWARE WOULD SEEM TO BE LONGER 
LASTING  TODAY SOFTWARE SELLS HARDWARE $ESIGNING THE SOFTWARE GAMES 
AND THE INTERFACE OF MACHINES IS FAR MORE VALUABLE THAN PUTTING TOGETHER 
CHIPS AND INTEGRATED CIRCUITS IN A HARD PLASTIC AND METAL BOX (AVE WORLD 
LABOUR RELATIONS SHIFTED WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF GAMING AS A SIGNIFICANT 
FORM OF POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT
!LL OF THESE QUESTIONS ARE OBVIOUSLY PART OF THE CULTURAL STUDIES @CANON 
7HILE  THIS  SUGGESTS  THAT GAME STUDIES CAN AND SHOULD	 BE  SUBSUMED 
UNDER CULTURAL STUDIES AS A SPECIALIST CATEGORY OF CULTURAL STUDIES THIS IS 
NOT ENTIRELY TRUE !S THIS ISSUE SHOWS GAME STUDIES ARE IN A WAY AHEAD OF 
CULTURAL STUDIES 7HILE THERE IS AN OLD -ARXIST LEGACY CULTURAL STUDIES HAS 
NEGLECTED AS *OHNSON ARGUES TO INTEGRATE QUESTIONS OF POLITICAL ECONOMY 
AND GOVERNANCE INTO ITS EXPOSÏ OF THE USE AND FUNCTION OF CULTURAL FORMS 
7HILE THESE QUESTIONS ARE GAINING URGENCY SOME WORK IN GAME STUDIES 
HAS BEGUN ITS TRAJECTORY PRECISELY FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF WHAT &OUCAULT 
CALLED GOVERNMENTALITY )N THIS ISSUE FOLLOWING A @SHOW DONT TELL LOGIC WE 
WILL BEGIN WITH TWO CONTRIBUTIONS SUGGESTING THAT UNDERSTANDING CONTROL 
AND SELF	GOVERNANCE GOES  TO  THE HEART OF  THE CULTURAL  SIGNIFICANCE OF 
GAMES AND GAMING 7HILE CULTURAL STUDIES CAN BE ACCUSED QUITE RIGHTLY 
OF NEGLECTING PRODUCTION PRODUCTION IS A CENTRAL TERM FOR GAME STUDIES 
)T  INCLUDES LABOUR AND LABOUR RELATIONS AT ALL STAGES OF THE COMING INTO 
BEING BOTH PHYSICALLY AND INTELLECTUALLY OF A GAME !PART FROM LABOUR 
THERE  IS ALSO  THE QUESTION OF OWNERSHIP WHO IS  THE  LEGAL OWNER OF  THE 
WORK THAT GOES INTO GAMES 7HO MAKES MONEY WHO GAINS PLEASURE AND 
AT WHAT PRICE
'AME STUDIES THEN CAN BE A FORCE OF INNOVATION IN CULTURAL STUDIES ITSELF 
SIMPLY BY ITS STRONG CULTURAL SENSE OF POLITICAL ECONOMY )N ADDITION GAME 
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STUDIES HAS INVESTIGATED TEXTS AND TEXTUAL RELATIONS AS WELL AS QUESTIONS OF 
REPRESENTATION IN GAMES !LTHOUGH WE WILL RETURN TO GENRES IN GAMES A 
SHORT EXAMPLE HERE MIGHT BE IN ORDER 4HERE IS A TYPE OF GAME CALLED @FIRST
PERSON SHOOTER THIS MEANS SIMPLY THAT THE PERSON PLAYING THE GAME GETS 
TO CHOOSE AND HOLD A WEAPON AND SHOOTS FROM A FIRSTPERSON PERSPECTIVE 
!MERICAS !RMY IS A GAME IN THIS GENRE DEVELOPED BY THE 53 !RMY AS A TOOL 
TO GET AS THEY PUT IT @INTO THE CONSIDERATION SET OF PREFERABLY	 YOUNG MEN 
!MERICAS !RMYS DEVELOPMENT TEAM CLEVERLY MIXED VARIOUS EDUCATIONAL 
MARKETING AND PROPAGANDA MECHANISMS AT THEIR DISPOSAL TO OFFER A FREE	 
GAME WHICH ON THE ONE HAND FITS PERFECTLY INTO THE FIRSTPERSON SHOOTER 
GENRE WHILE AT THE SAME TIME REINFORCING A HIGHLY POLITICIZED RECRUITING 
AGENDA !LTHOUGH PERHAPS  TOO OBVIOUS AN EXAMPLE  SUCH A GAME BEGS 
QUESTIONS OF REPRESENTATION (OW AND WHY CAN PLAYERS FROM ALL OVER THE 
WORLD THIS IS A GAME ONE CAN PLAY VIA THE INTERNET AGAINST USERS LOGGED 
ON FROM OTHER PARTS OF THE WORLD	 PLAY AS MEMBERS OF THE 53 !RMY AND 
WHY WOULD THEY WANT TO 7HAT EXACTLY IS REPRESENTED HERE (AS THE 53 
!RMY BECOME A DISLOCATED MARKER OF MILITARY SUPREMACY FOR PLAYERS OUT
SIDE THE 53 WHO APPARENTLY COLLECTIVELY DISREGARD THAT THE 53 !RMY HAS 
BECOME A SYMBOL OF RAMPANT AMORAL  IMPERIALISM FOR OTHERS )S  THIS A 
NEW FORM OF CAMP POKING FUN AT !MERICAN MILITARY PROWESS BY PLAYING 
AT BEING THAT ARMY
4HERE  IS  SOME AUDIENCE  RESEARCH  INTO GAMING BUT NONE ANSWERS 
THESE QUESTIONS /NLY A SMALL PORTION OF THE AVAILABLE AUDIENCE RESEARCH 
IS SCHOLARLY -OST OF THE RAW DATA COME FROM MARKET RESEARCH COMPANIES 
AND THE INDUSTRY ITSELF -ORE IMPORTANTLY PERHAPS FROM A CULTURAL STUDIES 
PERSPECTIVE IDEALLY AUDIENCE STUDIES IN GAMING ARE NOT TO BE DESCRIPTIVE 
BUT WELL  THEORIZED 4HE  FIELD OF GAME STUDIES HAS  ITS OWN GROUNDING 
TEXTS OF WHICH REMARKABLY *OHAN (UIZINGAS CLASSIC TEXT (OMO ,UDENS 
;=	  IS ONE 5NTIL NOW (UIZINGAS NOTION OF  @THE MAGIC CIRCLE 
HAS BEEN TAKEN AS THE SIMPLE AND ULTIMATE DESCRIPTIVE TRUTH OF GAMING 
ELECTRONICALLY OR NOT (ERE THERE IS CLEARLY A NEED FOR THEORIZATION TO BREAK 
AN UNPRODUCTIVE ORTHODOXY IN A YOUNG FIELD
/RIGINS PLATFORMS AND GENRES FOR THE UNINITIATED	
'AME STUDIES IS NOT THE STUDY OF THE USE OF	 DIGITAL MEDIA COMPUTERS OR 
INTERNET !LTHOUGH THERE IS AN INVENTED HISTORY OF THE FIELD NAMING THE 
WORK OF (UIZINGA #AILLOIS AND 3UTTON3MITH SEE 0ARGMAN AND *AKOBSSON 
IN THIS ISSUE	 IT IS MORE USEFUL TO UNDERSTAND GAME STUDIES AS A DECADE
OLD INVENTION THAT CAME INTO BEING WITH ELECTRONIC VIDEO AND COMPUTER 
GAMES AS CULTURAL FORM &OR THE UNINITIATED WE OFFER A SIMPLE DESCRIPTIVE 
TAXONOMY BY PLATFORM AND BY GENRE WHICH TOGETHER STRUCTURE THE FIELD OF 
GAMING (AVING OUTLINED WHAT IS AVAILABLE WE WILL RETURN TO THE CULTURAL 
AND THEORETICAL QUESTIONS RAISED BY GAMING AS A CORPORATE AND A CULTURAL 
PRACTICE
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0LATFORMS
! PLATFORM IS WHERE YOU CAN PLAY A GAME OR WHAT YOU CAN PLAY A GAME @ON n 
ALTHOUGH MOST ARE  @HARDWARE  MACHINES	 A MORE COMPLETE DEFINITION 
WOULD BE THE MATERIAL CONDITIONS ENABLING A PERSON TO PLAY A GAME 4HE 
LIST BELOW GIVES THE PLATFORMS 
s  CONSOLE GAMES n CONSOLES ARE MACHINES USED WITH A DIGITAL VIDEO DISC 
$6$	 OR ANOTHER TYPE OF OPTICAL DISC CONTAINING A GAME 4HINK OF 
3ONYS 0LAYSTATION  	 AND MORE RECENTLY 0LAYSTATION  	 
-ICROSOFTS 8BOX  	 AND .INTENDOS 7II 	
s  HANDHELDS n SMALL COMPUTERS USED WITH A MEMORY CARD %XAMPLES ARE 
0LAYSTATION 0ORTABLE 	 .INTENDO 'AMEBOY !DVANCE 	 AND 
MORE RECENTLY .INTENDO $3 ;$UAL 3CREEN= 	
s  PERSONAL COMPUTER 0#	 GAMES n GAMES GENERALLY PLAYED ON 7INDOWS 
DESKTOPS OR LAPTOPS 4HEY COME IN TWO VARIETIES CASUAL GAMES IN GAME 
GENRES SEE BELOW	 AND @4RIPLE! GAMES BESTSELLING GAMES AVAILABLE 
FOR ALL PLATFORMS !S A RESULT BOTH HARDCORE AND CASUAL GAMERS WILL USE 
0#S TO PLAY
s  FRINGE n  LIVE ACTION  ROLEPLAYING GAMES 6IKING ERA REENACTMENT 
BATTLES
s  FRINGE n ALTERNATE REALITY GAMES THAT OCCASIONALLY CROSS OVER INTO OTHER 
GAMES
'AME GENRES
-ACHINES ARE ONLY THE MEANS TO PLAY GAMES 4O PLAY A PARTICULAR GAME 
YOU NEED SOFTWARE 3OFTWARE COMES IN GENRES USUALLY AVAILABLE FOR MUL
TIPLE PLATFORMS EVEN IF A SINGLE DISC CANNOT BE USED FOR DIFFERENT KINDS 
OF MACHINES
s  FIRSTPERSON SHOOTERS n $OOM #OUNTER3TRIKE !MERICAS !RMY 4HE 
PERSON PLAYING THE GAME GETS TO SHOOT OTHERS IN ALL KINDS OF SITUATIONS 
RANGING FROM HISTORICAL CONTEMPORARY WAR SCENES TO URBAN GUERILLA
s  SPORTS n &IFA  SERIES 4ONY (AWKS  SERIES .EED FOR 3PEED 4HE PLAYER 
PLAYS AN ENTIRE TEAM IN A MATCH THE MACHINE PLAYS THE OTHER TEAM OR 
OPPONENT 4HE PLAYER ALSO CAN BE A TRAINER DECIDE ON THE LINEUP BUY 
AND SELL PLAYERS AND SO ON OR SIMPLY DO A CAR OR SKATE RACE
s  SIMULATION n 3IMS 2OLLERCOASTER (ORSE 4YCOON -Y (ORSE AND -E 
7II	 4HE PLAYER @DOLLS UP CHARACTERS TRAINS OR MANAGES THEM BUILDS 
AND DECORATES HOUSES
s  REALTIME STRATEGY n 3TARCRAFT #OMPANY OF (EROES #OMMAND  #ONQUER 
SERIES 4HE IDEA IS TO COMMAND AN ARMY AS WITH THE BOARDGAME 2ISK
s  -ASSIVELY -ULTIPLAYER /NLINE 2OLE0LAYING 'AMES --/20'S	 n ! 
PLAYER BUILDS AND TRAINS A CHARACTER MEETS UP ONLINE WITH OTHER CHARACTERS 
AND ACHIEVES GOALS BUILDS POWERS AND GAINS SYMBOLIC MONEY TO BUY 
WEAPONS GOOD HORSE OR TOOL &IGHTING AS WELL AS CRAFTS AND BUILDING A 
FANTASY WORLD ARE INCLUDED 7ORLD OF 7ARCRAFT IS PLAYED BY  MILLION 
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PEOPLE WORLDWIDE AS OF 	 A NUMBER THAT IS STILL GROWING )N THE 
%UROPEAN 5NION AND 53 USERS PAY A MONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION FEE OF å OR 
 IN #HINA PLAYERS PAY FAR LESS AND PER HOUR	 ! PLAYER ALSO NEEDS A 
å STARTER PACK AN EXPANSION PACK IS AVAILABLE AT å 4HE INTERESTING 
THING IS THAT AFTER ITS INITIAL MARKETING 7ORLD OF 7ARCRAFT HAS SPENT 
RELATIVELY LITTLE ON ADVERTISING 4HE GAME IS SOLD BY WORDOFMOUTH
s  0# GAMES n THESE ARE NOT STRICTLY A GENRE BUT THEY ARE DIFFERENT !LMOST 
ALL CAN BE BOUGHT TO BE PLAYED ON AN ORDINARY COMPUTER EXCLUDING 
3UPER -ARIO AND THE .INTENDO GAMES 4HOSE PLAYED PRIMARILY ON 0#S 
ARE SOCALLED @CASUAL GAMES SUCH AS -AH *ONG 4ETRIS OR "EJEWELLED 
4HEY ARE NOT HELD IN MUCH REGARD BY THE GAMER COMMUNITY BUT ARE 
ENJOYED HUGELY AS THE STEREOTYPE HAS IT	 BY WOMEN AND OTHER PLAYERS 
WHO PLAY ON THEIR OWN EXPLORING NEW FORMS OF LEISURE AND BUILDING 
NEW TYPES OF SOCIAL CONNECTIONS THROUGH GAMING ONLINE
0ERFECT STORM HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE WARS
&OR HARDCORE	 GAMERS GAME JOURNALISTS AND CRITICS THE HOLIDAY SEASON OF 
 WAS WHAT THEY CALLED THE @PERFECT STORM ! HOST OF TITLES WAS RELEASED 
AND THIS YEAR  THERE WAS NOT ONLY A DISCUSSION OF WHICH GAMES  TO BUY 
BUT ALSO IN WHICH NEW HARDWARE PLATFORM TO INVEST 4HE PERFECT STORM 
POINTS TO TWO KEY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GAME INDUSTRY WHICH MAKE UP 
THE BACKDROP OF THIS ALLEGED @EPIC STRUGGLE FOR INDUSTRYWIDE DOMINATION 
&IRST THERE IS THE CYCLICAL NATURE OF HARDWARE PRODUCTION 'AME CONSOLE 
TECHNOLOGY IS SIGNIFICANTLY UPGRADED WHEN NEW GAME HARDWARE IS BROUGHT 
ONTO THE MARKET EVERY FIVE YEARS OR SO 3ECOND THERE IS THE INTERACTIVE 
ENTERTAINMENT  INDUSTRYS  SEASONAL REVENUE STREAM n THE HIGHEST GAME 
SALES VOLUMES OCCUR DURING THE HOLIDAY SEASON
)N PREVIOUS YEARS 3ONYS 0LAYSTATION  HELD THE COVETED FIRST SPOT AS THE 
LEADING HARDWARE PLATFORM )T HAD BEEN YEARS SINCE THERE HAD BEEN A COM
PLETELY NEW LINEUP OF EAGERLY ANTICIPATED FRESH AND IN THE EYES OF MANY 
NEW AND PROMISING GAME TECHNOLOGY -ICROSOFTS 8BOX  STARTED WHAT 
IS TERMED BY GAMERS AS THE @NEXTGEN WAR HERALDING @A NEW ERA OF (IGH 
$EFINITION GAMING IN  4HE .INTENDO 7II JOINED THE FRAY SOON AFTER 
.INTENDOS STRATEGY BUILDS UPON THEIR POPULAR HANDHELD DEVICE THE .INTENDO 
$3 OPTING FOR  INTERFACE  INNOVATION USING MOTIONSENSITIVE CONTROLLERS 
RATHER THAN HIGHDEFINITION GRAPHICS AND LARGE AMOUNTS OF COMPUTING 
POWER 3ONY FOLLOWED SUIT WITH THE LAUNCH OF 0LAYSTATION  WHICH WAS 
MEANT TO DETERMINE @THE FUTURE OF ENTERTAINMENT BY INTRODUCING IN THE 
EYES OF MANY AN OVERLY EXPENSIVE PIECE OF ADVANCED GAMING TECHNOLOGY 
3ONYS MARKETING SPOKESPEOPLE STRESSED THE FUTURE OUTLOOK OF 0LAYSTATION 
 WHICH IS MEANT TO BE AHEAD OF ITS TIME IN TERMS OF TECHNOLOGY
0UBLISHING POWER	 HOUSES FOR THEIR PART LINED UP THEIR TRIPLE! TITLES 
WHICH IN MANY CASES HAD BEEN IN DEVELOPMENT FOR YEARS &OR MANY DEDI
CATED OR @HARDCORE GAMERS #HRISTMAS CAME EARLY IN  BECAUSE OF THE 
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LAUNCH OF THE FUTURISTIC FIRSTPERSON SHOOTER (ALO  EXCLUSIVELY AVAILABLE 
FOR 8BOX  ! MARKETING CAMPAIGN OF UNPRECEDENTED SCALE AND SCOPE 
CONSISTING OF ALTERNATE REALITY GAMES ONLINE CAMPAIGNS  LAUNCH EVENTS 
AROUND THE GLOBE AND EVERYTHING ELSE THAT CONTEMPORARY MARKETING HAS 
TO OFFER PAVED THE WAY FOR A NEW SALES RECORD 4HE GAME GROSSED  
MILLION IN SALES IN ITS FIRST WEEK 4HIS IN ITSELF WAS SPUN INTO A FOLLOWUP 
MARKETING CAMPAIGN ARGUING THAT  @(ALO  HAD BECOME A POPCULTURE 
PHENOMENON AND THAT  ITS  LAUNCH WAS  INDEED THE  @BIGGEST DAY  IN 53 
ENTERTAINMENT HISTORY
9ET (ALO  WAS  JUST  THE  FIRST OF MANY MASSMARKETING CAMPAIGNS 
-ORE BLOCKBUSTERS FOLLOWED JUST IN TIME TO MEET THE #HRISTMAS DEADLINE 
4HE MULTIPLATFORM RELEASE OF 'UITAR (ERO  !SSASSINS #REED AND #ALL 
OF $UTY  -ODERN 7ARFARE OR @EXCLUSIVE SINGLE CONSOLE	 RELEASES SUCH 
AS 3UPER -ARIO 'ALAXY  7II	 -ASS %FFECT  8BOX 	 AND 5NCHARTED 
$RAKES &ORTUNE 0LAYSTATION 	 MADE GAMERS AND GAMING CRITICS GO MAD 
WITH ANTICIPATION AND HYPERBOLE )T WOULD NOT BE A CHALLENGE TO FIND A RE
VIEW OF ONE OF THESE TITLES USING PHRASES SUCH AS @BEST GAME EVER @HIGHLY 
REALISTIC  @STATE OF THE ART AND @THE FUTURE OF GAMES IS HERE )N FEATURE 
ARTICLES MANY CRITICS ASKED @WHERE TO FIND THE TIME TO PLAY IT ALL 0LAYING 
A SINGLE TITLE INVOLVES A CONSIDERABLE TIME INVESTMENT RANGING FROM  
HOURS FOR A SINGLE PLAYER TITLE UP TO ALMOST INDEFINITE REPLAYABILITY IN THE 
CASE OF ONLINE MULTIPLAYER GAMES
4HE STORY OF  THE  @PERFECT  STORM  IS  ILLUMINATING  IN MANY WAYS &OR 
EXAMPLE  IT  SHOWS THAT GENERALLY GAMER DISCOURSE n WITHIN ONE OF THE 
THOUSANDS OF GAME NEWS WEBSITE GAME MAGAZINES WEBLOGS BLOGS	 NEWS
PAPERS OR ON MESSAGE BOARDS n IS DOMINATED BY MALE FANS 4HEY PLAY FOR 
LONGER AMOUNTS OF TIME ON THE NEWEST RANGE OF CONSOLES #ASUAL GAMERS 
MOSTLY FEMALE PLAY SHORT TITLES ON THE 0# 3HARED INDUSTRY TRAITS ACROSS 
MANUFACTURERS AND SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS OFFER  INSIGHT  INTO  THE POLITICAL 
ECONOMY OF THE GAME INDUSTRY WHICH GENERALLY ARE TAKEN FOR GRANTED 
ESPECIALLY BY HARDCORE GAMERS ,ET US @FOLLOW THE MONEY
4HE RAZOR BLADE MODEL
0ARTICULARLY  FOR  THE  CONSOLE MANUFACTURERS MOST NOTABLY 3ONY AND 
-ICROSOFT PROFITS ARE MADE BY SOFTWARE SALES IN ORDER TO EARN BACK LOSSES 
ON SOPHISTICATED AND EXPENSIVE HARDWARE 4HIS IS KNOWN AS THE @RAZOR BLADE 
MODEL &OR INDUSTRY ANALYSTS AND STOCKHOLDERS AN IMPORTANT INDICATOR OF A 
CONSOLES SUCCESS IS ITS @ATTACH RATE THE AMOUNT OF GAMES SOLD PER PLATFORM 
&OR EXAMPLE 8BOX  WHICH CAME OUT EARLY IN THE @NEXTGEN CYCLE IN 
 HAS THE HIGHEST ATTACH RATE SAID TO BE AROUND SIX TO SEVEN GAMES PER 
CONSOLE 4HE MOST DEDICATED FANS TEND TO ACT OUT THEIR ANTICIPATED ROLE AS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 4HEY INVEST HEAVILY IN GAMING HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE )N 
COMPARISON 7II WHICH IS MORE POPULAR AMONG A LESS @HARDCORE CROWD 
HAS A MUCH LOWER ATTACH RATE )N PRACTICE THIS MEANS AT LEAST IN  THAT 
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THERE ARE ALMOST TWICE AS MANY GAMES SOLD FOR EVERY 8BOX  COMPARED TO 
THE 7II 4HERE ARE REGIONAL DIFFERENCES OF COURSE +OREA AND *APAN ARE EX
CEPTIONALLY HEAVY GAMING NATIONS 4HE GAME 3TARCRAFT FROM THE DESIGNERS 
OF 7ORLD OF 7ARCRAFT	 IS CURRENTLY 3OUTH +OREAS NATIONAL SPORT
7HEN A GAME IS A SUCCESS THE SOFTWARE PAYS BACK THE INVESTMENT AND 
SALES  LOSSES ON HARDWARE AND THE  INVESTMENT  IN DEVELOPING THE GAME 
-ANUFACTURERS ARE EVEN WILLING TO PLAY  LONG SHOTS AND AIM TO MAKE A 
PROFIT ON PART  OF A TITLE 1UITE A GAMBLE IS INVOLVED !T THE END OF THE 
DAY ONLY  PERCENT OF GAMES ARE A HIT 4HEY PAY FOR THE  PERCENT WHICH 
NEVER  TURN A PROFIT AT ALL 4HIS  IS A BUSINESS MODEL COMPARABLE  TO  THE 
RECORD  INDUSTRY )T  IS A HIGHRISK CAPITALINTENSIVE PART OF  THE CULTURAL 
INDUSTRY FOCUSED ON THE CONTINUAL INNOVATION OF TECHNOLOGY /BVIOUSLY IF 
GAMES SOFTWARE	 MAKE UP FOR THE MONEY THAT IS LOST ON THE HARDWARE THE 
@INSTALLED BASE OF A MACHINE IS CRUCIAL FOR THE MANUFACTURER OR PUBLISHER 
4HE NEXT GENERATION MACHINES RECENTLY INTRODUCED WOULD SEEM TO FIT BE
TWEEN 8BOX VERSUS 0LAYSTATION WHILE THE 7II HAS FOUND A MUCH BIGGER 
MARKET ON ITS OWN
7HILE 8BOX  HAS A HIGH ATTACH RATE 0LAYSTATION  A @PREVIOUSGEN 
MACHINE HAS BEEN THERE FOR LONGER WITH MORE THAN  MILLION MACHINES 
SOLD WORLDWIDE (OWEVER THIS MAY NOT MEAN MUCH IN THE NEXTGEN CONSOLE 
WARS 7II A FUNNY AND RELATIVELY CHEAP TO MAKE MACHINE WHICH HAS PLAYERS 
ENGAGE IN PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND HAS A PROFIT MARGIN EVEN ON THE HARDWARE 
IS DOING REMARKABLY WELL !CCORDING TO SALES FIGURES POSTED ONLINE WHICH 
ARE THE BREAD AND BUTTER OF MANY FAN WEBSITES MORE THAN  MILLION HAD 
BEEN SOLD BY THE END OF  8BOX  FOLLOWS CLOSELY WITH MORE THAN  
MILLION WHILE 0LAYSTATION  @ONLY SOLD  MILLION -EANWHILE .INTENDO 
SOLD MORE THAN  MILLION OF ITS $UAL 3CREEN $3	 HANDHELDS 7HILE THE 
LOW ATTACH RATE FOR 7II COULD BECOME A SERIOUS PROBLEM .INTENDO DOES 
NOT SEEM TO HAVE MUCH TO WORRY ABOUT IT MAKES ENORMOUS PROFITS ON ITS 
EXCLUSIVE TITLES  RECENTLY -ARIO 0ARTY  AND 3UPER-ARIO 'ALAXY AND 
4HE ,EGEND OF :ELDA 0HANTOM (OURGLASS FOR $3	 )F YOU WANT TO PLAY A 
NEW GAME YOU HAVE TO GET A NEXTGEN MACHINE AS GRAPHICS HAVE BEEN 
UPGRADED TO NEW STANDARDS /F COURSE OTHER GIMMICKS HAVE BEEN INTRO
DUCED -ICROSOFT IS DEFINING 8BOX  IN TERMS OF CONNECTIVITY AND HAS 
INTRODUCED ,IVE -ESSENGER ON ITS GAME CONSOLE 3ONYS 0LAYSTATION  HAS 
VERY ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY AS ITS UNIQUE QUALITY 4HIS MEANS IN TURN THAT 
GAME DEVELOPMENT HAS BECOME MORE EXPENSIVE 4HE DEVELOPMENT COST FOR 
THE ACTION THIRDPERSON SHOOTING GAME 3TRANGLEHOLD OFFICIALLY TITLED *OHN 
7OO 0RESENTS 3TRANGLEHOLD	 IS RUMOURED TO BE MORE THAN  MILLION
'AMERS SELDOM OPENLY QUESTION THE FUNDAMENTAL ECONOMIC MODELS 
UNDERLYING THE GAME INDUSTRY &OR EXAMPLE 0LAYSTATION  GAMES CAN BE 
PLAYED ONLY ON 0LAYSTATION  4HE SAME TITLE IS USELESS ON A 0# OR 8BOX 
 9OU NEED TO BUY A NEW COPY IN ORDER TO PLAY IT ON A DIFFERENT PLATFORM 
7ITH ANY LUCK YOU CAN BUY A 0LAYSTATION  WITH BUILDIN BACKWARDS COM
PATIBILITY TO PLAY 0LAYSTATION  GAMES BUT THESE MACHINES ARE EVEN	 MORE 
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EXPENSIVE THAN THE STANDARD 0LAYSTATION  MODEL AND WERE TAKEN OFF THE 
SHELVES IN AUTUMN  )N THE GAMES INDUSTRY THERE IS NO INTEROPERABLE 
SOFTWARE FORMAT FOR GAME CONSOLES SUCH AS MP FOR MUSIC OR 0$& 8-, 
OR (4-, FOR TEXT 4HERE IS NOT MUCH CHOICE BETWEEN CONSOLE HARDWARE 
MANUFACTURERS EITHER
&OR  THE MOST PART GAMERS APPREHENSION OF  THE POLITICAL ECONOMY 
OF THE GAME INDUSTRY FOR EXAMPLE THE OLIGOPOLISTIC NATURE OF THE GAME 
INDUSTRY THE LOGIC OF RECURRING FIVEYEAR HARDWARE CYCLES THE IMPORTANCE 
OF ATTACH RATES AND THE IMPACT OF NEW HARDWARE ON SHORTTERM PROFITABILITY 
SEEMS TO BE QUITE LIMITED )RONICALLY ON A PURELY ECONOMIC LEVEL BEING 
A @WINNER OF THE NEXTGEN CONSOLE WARS n IN TERMS OF A HIGH NUMBER OF 
CONSOLE HARDWARE SALES n DOES NOT AUTOMATICALLY MEAN PROFITABILITY )N 
THE CURRENT @NEXTGEN CONSOLE CYCLE THIS GOES ESPECIALLY FOR 0LAYSTATION  
WHICH WAS SOLD AT A GREAT LOSS DURING THE  HOLIDAY SEASON WITHOUT A 
DECENT GAMING LIBRARY TO OFFSET HARDWARE LOSSES THROUGH MORE PROFITABLE 
SOFTWARE SALES
-ICROSOFT FOR ITS PART LOST MORE THAN  BILLION DURING THE PREVIOUS 
SIXTH	 GENERATION OF CONSOLE HARDWARE ON 8BOX AND IT IS ALL BUT CERTAIN 
THAT THE 8BOX  WILL MAKE UP FOR THESE LOSSES -ARKETERS PUBLISHERS 
AND GAMERS FOCUS THEIR DISCUSSIONS ON RELATIVELY CHEAP INNOVATIVE GAMING 
HARDWARE SIDETRACKING THE FAR MORE PROFITABLE STRATEGY OF SELLING GAME 
SOFTWARE &OR EXAMPLE EVEN THOUGH A GAMES PRICE DECLINES VERY RAPIDLY 
ONLY SEVERAL MONTHS AFTER LAUNCH GAMERS ARE POISED TO BUY A NEW GAME 
THE MOMENT THEY CAN %VEN BEFORE THE LAUNCH OF A NEWLYRELEASED TITLE 
MANY HAVE PLAYED OR  SEEN PARTS OF  THE GAME THROUGH PIRACY OFFICIAL 
DEMOS OR PARTICIPATING IN BETAS TRIAL VERSIONS	 /THER THAN SALES FIGURES 
UPCOMING TITLES AND HARDWARE REVISIONS THERE IS NOT MUCH INTROSPECTION 
AMONG GAMERS ABOUT THEIR OWN ROLE AS CONSUMERS )N MANY INSTANCES 
GAMERS SEEM TO BE BLISSFULLY UNAWARE OF THE COLLECTIVE POWER THAT THEY 
WIELD )N THE RARE CASE OF GAMERS BEING AWARE OF THEIR POSITION THEY DO 
NOT CARE ABOUT THE MANY INEQUALITIES CONSTITUTING CONTEMPORARY GAME 
CULTURE ARGUING @THAT EVERYBODY WINS WHEN THE GAME INDUSTRY MAKES A 
PROFIT RIGHT
"LISSFUL IGNORANCE
!S FAR AS GAMERS THEMSELVES ARE CONCERNED DISCUSSIONS ON THE OVERALL SOCIAL 
TECHNOLOGICAL AND ECONOMIC CONTEXTS OF GAME PRODUCTION DISTRIBUTION 
AND CONSUMPTION FOLLOW A PARTICULAR DISCURSIVE PATTERN 4HIS IS SHAPED BY 
THE INDUSTRY ITSELF THROUGH PRESS RELEASES STAGED PRESENTATIONS AT GAME 
CONVENTIONS AND TRADE SHOWS AND AIDED BY  THE GAME INDUSTRYS MORE 
THAN INTIMATE RELATIONSHIP WITH GAME JOURNALISTS 4HEREFORE A GAMERS 
ACCOUNT OF  THE GAME  INDUSTRY  IS USUALLY  INDIVIDUALISTIC  )T  FOCUSES ON 
SMALL DETAILS OR INSIGNIFICANT BUT INTRIGUING FACTS )T MAY QUESTION OTHER 
GAMERS FAN IDENTITY OR DISCUSS TODAYS NEWS OR TOMORROWS HITS ! MORE 
HOLISTIC OR HISTORICALLYINFORMED VIEW WHICH UNVEILS THE BALANCE OF POWER 
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BETWEEN PRODUCERS AND PLAYERS THEMSELVES  IS HARD TO FIND )N GENERAL 
IMPORTANT QUESTIONS ABOUT  THE EFFECTS OF  THE CONCENTRATION OF CAPITAL 
SUCH AS LIMITING ACCESS TO THE MEANS OF PRODUCTION THE APPROPRIATION OF 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY FREE LABOUR AND DIVERSITY IN CONTENT ARE LEFT LARGELY 
UNANALYSED AND UNQUESTIONED
/NE COULD DEBATE WHETHER THE TASK OF A GAMER IS TO ENGAGE IN CRITICAL 
DISCUSSION OF THE ROLE OF THE GAME INDUSTRY EVERY TIME THAT NEW GAME HARD
WARE AND SOFTWARE HIT THE SHELVES 7HEN GAMERS ARE INTELLECTUALS AS IS THE 
CASE FOR ONE OF US CULTURAL STUDIES AND POLITICAL ECONOMY ARE MUCHNEEDED 
RESOURCES TO VOICE A MORE STRUCTURAL CRITIQUE OF GAMING AS AN INDUSTRY 
4HERE IS A CLEAR NEED TO REFLECT UPON THE RELATIONSHIP AND DAYTODAY INTER
ACTIONS BETWEEN GAMERS USING EXPENSIVE INNOVATIVE AND ADVANCED GAME 
TECHNOLOGY AND THE GAME INDUSTRY n THE VAST AND GLOBAL INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX 
COMPRISING HARDWARE MANUFACTURERS AND SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS MARKETERS 
AND A GROWING POOL OF SUBSIDIARY POSITIONS ! PURELY FINANCIAL PERSPECTIVE 
CONFORMS WITH THE ANTICIPATORY FUNCTION OF THE DOMINANT INDUSTRY DIS
COURSE WHICH FOCUSES ON TECHNICAL AND THUS ECONOMIC PROGRESS 3UCH AN 
OUTLOOK WOULD IGNORE THE ROLE OF POWER STRUCTURED THROUGH CAPITAL AND 
THE MANY MATERIAL AND IMMATERIAL INEQUALITIES THAT IT PRODUCES WITHIN 
GAME CULTURE !N EXAMPLE HERE WOULD BE THE COMMON PRACTICE OF INVITING 
GAMERS TO ENGAGE IN THE FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF GAMES 'AMERS CONSIDER 
THIS TO BE AN HONOUR THE INDUSTRY DISGUISES FREE LABOUR AND INTELLECTUAL 
THEFT AS A COMPETITION TO BE AMONG THOSE MAKING A NEW TITLE 2ELATIVELY 
LITTLE WORK EXISTS THAT ADDRESSES THESE ISSUES 4HIS ISSUE PRESENTS TWO ARTICLES 
THAT BEGIN TO REMEDY THE SITUATION 3AL (UMPHREYS INQUIRES INTO THE LOGIC 
OF GOVERNANCE AND THE FLOW OF POWER BETWEEN PUBLISHERS DEVELOPERS AND 
PLAYERS IN THE --/20'S %VER1UEST AND 7ORLD OF 7ARCRAFT AND $AVID " 
.IEBORG AND 3HENJA VAN DER 'RAAF DRAW ON DEVELOPER INTERVIEWS TO POINT 
TO THE PROPRIETARY LOGIC AND EXPROPRIATION UNDERLYING THE PARTICIPATORY 
PRACTICES OF GAMERS
4HERE ARE MORE PROVERBIAL EXCEPTIONS TO THE RULE #ONSIDER FOR EXAMPLE 
THE WORK OF +ERR AND OF +ENNEDY AND $OVEY A REVIEW OF THEIR BOOK FOLLOWS 
(UMPHREYS AND .IEBORG AND 6AN DER 'RAAFS ARTICLES	 WHO CALL ATTENTION 
TO THE CULTURES OF PRODUCTION +ENNEDY AND $OVEY REFLECT UPON THE ROLE 
OF INNOVATION WITHIN THE GAME INDUSTRY DRAWING ON +LINE ET ALS 	 
INCLUSIVE AND USEFUL BOOK AND DISCUSS  THE  @THE DYNAMIC OF PERMANENT 
UPGRADE CULTURE !S WITH CAPITALISM ITSELF THE GAME INDUSTRYS LOGIC IS 
ALWAYS IN FLUX AND INHERENTLY FORWARDLOOKING 4HE GAME INDUSTRY NEEDS 
@FRESHNESS $OMINANT AS GAMER AND INDUSTRY DISCOURSE IT WOULD BE HARD 
TO TELL WHERE ONE BEGINS AND THE OTHER ENDS AND FOR PROOF OF THIS THINK 
OF THE PERVASIVE @NEXTGEN LABEL USED LOVINGLY BY ALL !RGUABLY LABOUR 
AND  INDUSTRY ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS  THE  INHERENT PLEASURES OF 
CONSUMER IDEOLOGY AND PERVASIVE MASSMARKETING CAMPAIGNS ALL REIFY 
THE GAME INDUSTRYS PRODUCTIONnCONSUMPTION FEEDBACK LOOP 4HE CAPITAL
INTENSIVE HIGHRISK NATURE OF CULTURAL PRODUCTION KEEPS THE GAME INDUSTRY 
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ON ITS TOES !LTHOUGH IT MUST BE STRESSED THAT NEITHER A SINGLE ECONOMIC 
TECHNOLOGICAL JUDICIAL POLITICAL OR SOCIOCULTURAL CHARACTERISTIC DETERMINES 
MEDIA USE INNOVATIVE BUSINESS STRATEGIES UNDENIABLY STRUCTURE CONSUMP
TION PRACTICES
&OR A  LONG TIME POLITICAL ECONOMISTS OF COMMUNICATIONS HAVE BEEN 
INTERESTED IN CULTURAL INDUSTRIES TENDENCY TO CLUSTER CAPITAL THROUGH TAKE
OVERS AND ALLIANCES "ETTIG AND (ALL 	 -AJOR FRANCHISES SUCH AS 4HE 
,ORD OF THE 2INGS AND (ARRY 0OTTER ARE EMBEDDED IN MEDIA CONGLOMERATES 
WHICH SPAWN BOOKS MOVIES AND OF COURSE GAMES 4HE ,ORD OF THE 2INGS IS AN 
EXAMPLE WHERE THE THREE BLOCKBUSTER MOVIES HAVE BEEN A POWERFUL CATALYST 
FOR EXISTING USER  INTEREST  STEMMING FROM 4OLKIENS BOOKS 4HOMPSON 
	 &ROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE GAME INDUSTRY THE EXPANSION OF 4HE 
,ORD OF THE 2INGS FRANCHISE TO THE GAME INDUSTRY HAS NEVER BEEN A REAL 
QUESTION AS PREAWARENESS OF SUCH A TRANSGLOBAL FRANCHISE ENABLED GAME 
PUBLISHERS TO BUILD ON THE MOVIES EXPOSURE 4HE GAME INDUSTRY IS ANYTHING 
BUT AN EXCEPTION  TO CONCENTRATION  TENDENCIES AND  THEREFORE A DEEPER 
UNDERSTANDING OF INTERINDUSTRY RELATIONSHIPS IS A REASONABLE CONCERN FOR 
ANY POLITICAL ECONOMIC ACCOUNT OF THE GAME INDUSTRY
!LTHOUGH THEY DREW ON LESS CONTEMPORARY EXAMPLES EARLY GAME SCHOLARS 
STRESSED THE ECONOMIC RELEVANCE OF THE GAME INDUSTRY AND THUS OF THEIR 
RESEARCH 4HEY ARGUED THAT GAMES ARE  IMPORTANT BECAUSE THERE IS A  LOT 
OF MONEY  INVOLVED  IN  THE DEVELOPMENT MARKETING AND PUBLISHING OF 
GAMES &OR YEARS THE CLICHÏ HAS BEEN BANDIED ABOUT THAT @GAMES ARE BIGGER 
THAN MOVIES 7HAT EXACTLY CAN BE CLASSIFIED AS  @THE GAME INDUSTRY OR 
WHICH REVENUE STREAMS IN THE FILM INDUSTRY BOX OFFICE SALES $6$ SALES 
SYNDICATION FEES	 ARE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT IN SUCH AN INTRODUCTION IS UNCLEAR 
!CKNOWLEDGING THE GAME INDUSTRYS ECONOMIC MIGHT IS IMPORTANT 3OLELY 
MEASURING THE RELEVANCE OF DIGITAL PLAY IN TERMS OF NEW AND SHINY HARDWARE 
SALES VOLUMES AND SHAREHOLDER HAPPINESS  IE PROFIT	 WOULD MISS  THE 
GROWING IMPORTANCE OF GAMES IN POPULAR CULTURE 4O DWELL ON THE RISING 
ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE OF THE GAME INDUSTRY HAS PROVEN TO BE SOMETHING OF 
A BARRIER TO ACCOUNT FOR THE CULTURAL POLITICAL AND SOCIAL EFFECTS OF DIGITAL 
PLAY ON PLAYERS THE INDUSTRY ITSELF AND SOCIETY AS A WHOLE
)T IS UNDENIABLE THAT THE GAME INDUSTRY IN PRACTICE HAS BECOME AN IM
PORTANT FACTOR IN THE MEDIA INDUSTRY /N A CORPORATE AS WELL AS A FINANCIAL 
LEVEL THE GAME INDUSTRY HAS A BRIGHT FUTURE *UST AS STEREOTYPES ARE BASED 
LARGELY ON THE TRAITS OF AN OBJECT OR PERSON SUCH INTRODUCTIONS MIGHT BE 
UNORIGINAL BUT THEY HOLD A GREAT DEAL OF TRUTH 3TILL AS WITH DOMINANT FAN 
DISCOURSE OF TRIPLE! TITLES AND HARDWARE SALES SUCH A PERSPECTIVE MASKS 
ON THE ONE HAND THE ROLE OF GAME CULTURE VISÌVIS THE GAME INDUSTRY AND 
ON THE OTHER PREVENTS A DEEPER UNDERSTANDING OF THE DOMINANT INDUSTRY 
LOGIC WHICH IS TECHNOLOGYDRIVEN AND BASED ON A CONTINUAL MASS MARKETING 
EFFORT !DORNOS REMARKS ABOUT THE MOVIE AND MUSIC INDUSTRY ALSO APPLY 
TO THE GAME INDUSTRY  @4HE POWER OF THE CULTURAL INDUSTRYS IDEOLOGY IS 
SUCH THAT CONFORMITY HAS REPLACED CONSCIOUSNESS  	
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'AME STUDIES AS INNOVATOR FOR CULTURAL STUDIES
4HERE IS THEN A HOST OF GOOD REASONS TO TURN TO GAME STUDIES TODAY 4HE 
INDUSTRY AND ITS GLOBAL REACH ARE MAKING IMPRESSIVE PROFITS 4HE PLEASURE 
AUDIENCES TAKE IN GAMING IS EQUALLY IMPORTANT AS ARE THE CONDITIONS UNDER 
WHICH GAMES COME INTO BEING &ROM AN EDUCATIONAL CONTEXT IT IS SURPRIS
ING TO SEE HOW GAMES IN WIDELY DIFFERENT CONTEXTS ARE BELIEVED NAIVELY 
TO BE A SOLUTION TO DIDACTIC AND LEARNING PROBLEMS AS IF THE GAME AS FORM 
DOES NOT NEED CONTENT OR QUALITY GRAPHICS TO BECOME ATTRACTIVE n AS IF ANY 
GAME WILL DO ! CULTURAL STUDIES PERSPECTIVE HELPS TO ARGUE THE CULTURAL 
SPECIFICITY OF GAMES AND GAMING AS PRACTICE 4HE HISTORY OF CULTURAL STUDIES 
ITSELF PROVIDES USEFUL EXAMPLES AND WARNINGS  FOR GAME STUDIES AS AN 
EMERGING FIELD HOW AFTER ALL TO KEEP DEVELOPING TO REMAIN OPENMINDED 
AND NOT GET BOGGED DOWN IN UNTIMELY ORTHODOXIES HOW TO BE A CRITICAL 
AND POLITICAL VOICE IN THE CHARGED DOMAIN OF HIGHPROFILE CULTURAL STUDIES 
)NDEED FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF CULTURAL STUDIES GAMES ARE MORE POPULAR 
CULTURE THAN MOST POPULAR CULTURE 4HEY ARE WOVEN MORE DEEPLY INTO THE 
CORPORATEnCAPITALIST WEB AND AT THE SAME TIME ARE A @LIFEWORLD FORCE OF 
PLEASURE AND COMPANIABILITY AND A GREATER SOURCE OF ABJECT HORROR FROM 
A HIGH CULTURAL OR A @CHILDRENAREVULNERABLE PERSPECTIVE THAN ANY OTHER 
POPULAR FORM 7HILE GAMES AND GAMING PROVIDE GREAT EXAMPLES TO ADDRESS 
ISSUES OF VIOLENCE SEXISM AND NEOCOLONIAL IMPERIALISM WE HAVE CHOSEN 
TO FRAME GAMES AND GAMING AS AN EMERGING FIELD AN INTERDISCIPLINARY 
DOMAIN COMING INTO BEING FROM WHICH CULTURAL STUDIES CAN LEARN
4ECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION GOVERNANCE AND EXPLOITATION OF FREE LABOUR 
HAVE ALL REMAINED AT THE OUTSKIRTS OF CULTURAL STUDIES AS A FIELD 7E AS IN 
@WE THE CULTURAL STUDIES COMMUNITY	 KNOW A BIT ABOUT COMMUNITYBUILDING 
AMONG FANS BUT THE SCALE ON WHICH 7ORLD OF 7ARCRAFT OR 3ECOND ,IFE WHICH 
IS NOT REALLY A GAME BUT A VIRTUAL WORLD	 ARE PLAYED INVOLVING LITERALLY 
MILLIONS OF PEOPLE AROUND THE GLOBE IS UNPRECEDENTED 7E KNOW ABOUT 
QUESTIONS OF IDENTITY AND CHALLENGING THEM BUT ,ARA #ROFTS @KICKING ASS 
AND FOUNDING A CROSSGENDER FOLLOWING HAS NOT BEEN UNDERSTOOD OTHER 
THAN AS AN EXAMPLE TO WOMEN AND A CHALLENGE TO GENDER CODES )NNESS 
	 'AME STUDIES CAN TAKE US FURTHER TO THINK THROUGH WHAT MEANING 
IF ANY GENDER STILL HAS IN A DEMATERIALIZED VIRTUAL WORLD 3IMILARLY VIOLENT 
GAMES SUCH AS THE GRUESOME GAME -ANHUNT  CHALLENGE US TO RETHINK 
ETHICS AND IDEOLOGY
4HE BAN IN THE 5NITED +INGDOM OF THE ULTRAVIOLENT GAME -ANHUNT  
IN LATE *UNE  BY THE "RITISH "OARD OF &ILM #LASSIFICATION ""&#	 LED 
TO QUESTIONS IN THE $UTCH 0ARLIAMENT 4HE RATIONALE BEHIND THE BAN WAS 
THE GRUESOME AND INTERACTIVE NATURE OF -ANHUNT S DEPICTION OF MURDER 
"ANNING THE GAME HOLDS THE ARGUMENT THAT STRANGLING AN INNOCENT VICTIM 
IN A VIRTUAL WORLD BY IN THE CASE OF THE .INTENDO 7II VERSION THE 7IIMOTE 
AND .UNCHUCK MAKING STRANGLING GESTURES IS FAR WORSE THAN GRUESOME 
HORROR MOVIES SUCH AS 3AW *AMES 7AN 	 OR (OSTEL %LI 2OTH 	 
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$UTCH SOCIALIST -EMBER OF 0ARLIAMENT *EROEN $IJSSELBLOEM URGED THE 
-INISTER OF *USTICE TO EXPLORE THE LEGAL POSSIBILITIES OF BANNING THE GAME IN 
THE .ETHERLANDS )N THE END SUCH A BAN WAS RENDERED OBSOLETE FOR THE TIME 
BEING BECAUSE OF THE DEVELOPERS SELFCENSORSHIP
7HO WANTS TO DEFEND A HIGHLY VIOLENT AND IN MANY WAYS DISGUSTING 
GAME ! GREAT NUMBER OF INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS ARE FAR FROM HAPPY WITH 
-ANHUNT S PROVOCATIVE THEME AND DEVELOPER 2OCKSTARS CONTROVERSIAL 
IMAGE %VEN SO THE -ANHUNT  CASE TOUCHES UPON IMPORTANT ISSUES SUCH 
AS CENSORSHIP AND FREEDOM OF  SPEECH 'AMERS ARE  LEFT  TO WONDER WHY 
ADULTS ARE FORBIDDEN TO PLAY SUCH GAMES AND GAME CRITICS POINT OUT THE 
UNDERLYING n ARGUABLY @SICK OR PERVERSE n HUMOUR IN THE GAME $URING THE  
-ANHUNT   CONTROVERSY 6IVIANE 2EDING  THE %UROPEAN #OMMISSIONER 
FOR )NFORMATION 3OCIETY AND -EDIA PRAISED THE INDUSTRYS SELFREGULATORY 
EFFORTS SUCH AS THE 0AN %UROPEAN 'AME )NFORMATION 0%')	 SYSTEM AT 
A GAME INDUSTRY MEETING IN "RUSSELS AND WARNED PARENTS AND RETAILERS 
TO UPHOLD SUCH RATINGS (ER SPEECH DURING THE MEETING SHOWS THAT AN 
INFORMED OPINION ABOUT GAME CULTURE LEADS TO FAR MORE RELEVANT ALBEIT 
DIFFICULT QUESTIONS
&REEDOM OF EXPRESSION IS ONE THE FOUNDATIONS OF OUR SOCIETY 3O HOW DO WE 
ENSURE THAT MINORS ARE PROTECTED FROM UNSUITABLE OR EVEN HARMFUL CONTENT 
WHILE MAKING IT POSSIBLE FOR ADULTS  TO SEE READ AND PLAY WHAT THEY WANT 
2EDING 	
!S WITH THE PORN MAGAZINE (USTLERS SLOGAN @2ELAX ITS JUST SEX THERE 
IS THE CONTINUING ISSUE OF MAKING A PUBLIC VICE OUT OF WHAT MIGHT WELL 
BE PRIVATE MORALITY &EMINIST ANTI AND ANTIANTIPORNOGRAPHY NEVER 
MANAGED TO SOLVE THAT ONE 4HE REAL GAIN FOR CULTURAL STUDIES IN TAKING 
A CLOSER  LOOK AT GAME STUDIES  IS  IN RECOGNIZING THAT THERE  IS MORE THAN 
RELEVANCE IN QUESTIONS OF LAW /WNERSHIP GOVERNANCE VIRTUAL PROPERTY 
HATE CRIME AND FREEDOM OF SPEECH CHALLENGE US TO RETHINK MEDIA USE AND 
HOW POLITICAL ECONOMY MIGHT BE LESS OF A BORE AND AN EXCITING MEANS TO 
GET TO GRIPS WITH POPULAR CULTURAL PHENOMENA 7E NEED TO COME TO TERMS 
WITH THE NETWORKED INFORMATION ECONOMY "ENKLER 	 THE #REATIVE 
#OMMONS AND ISSUES OF PIRACY VERSUS OPENSOURCE SOFTWARE AS A FORM OF 
IDEOLOGYINACTION
7E ARE LIVING AN @UPGRADE OF INDUSTRIAL SOCIETY .EVER MIND WHETHER 
IT IS CALLED @RISK SOCIETY NETWORK OR EXPERIENCE ECONOMY !S THERE IS NO 
ESCAPE WE ARE ALL LEARNING TO ADAPT 'AMES OR --/20'S SUCH AS 7ORLD 
OF 7ARCRAFT ARE STRUCTURED LIKE A SPREADSHEET 0LAYING THE GAME MEANS 
ANALYSING RISK  LEVELS %ASILY MORE  THAN A HUNDRED PARAMETERS ALL EX
PRESSED IN NUMBERS CAN BE ACCESSED ONSCREEN 9OUR HEALTH IS MEASURED 
VIA VARIOUS STATISTICS YOUR FIGHTING POWER IS EXPRESSED IN @DPS DAMAGE 
PER SECOND	 YOUR BANK ACCOUNT CONVENIENTLY EXPRESSED IN AMOUNTS OF 
SILVER AND GOLD	 SHOWS YOUR FINANCIAL WELLBEING /THERS HAVE ACCESS TO ALL 
OF THESE STATISTICS 4HE @STATS OF A TEAM ARE ONCALL FOR ALL TEAM MEMBERS 
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ENGAGING IN A RAID CALLED A @PARTY	 7ORLD OF 7ARCRAFTS VAST DATABASE OF 
ITEMS 	 SPELLS 	 OBJECTS CREATURES QUESTS 	 AND PLAYER 
PROFILES ARE AVAILABLE ON DEMAND )T IS POSSIBLE TO KNOW EVERYTHING ABOUT 
EVERYBODY &IGHTING BECOMES A FORM OF MATHS )N A PLAYER VERSUS PLAYER 
060	 FIGHT IT IS A QUESTION OF CHECKING STAT BARS AND METERS AND FILLING 
THE RIGHT CHARACTERISTICS AT THE RIGHT TIME 7HILE THE FANTASY SETTING OF 
7ORLD OF 7ARCRAFT MIGHT SUGGEST A NOSTALGIC LONGING FOR THE TIME OF THE 
KNIGHTS OF THE 2OUND 4ABLE THE GAME IS A TRAINING GROUND FOR TOMORROWS 
CITIZENS
&OR THIS ISSUE WE HAVE SELECTED TWO ARTICLES THAT BRING QUESTIONS OF GOV
ERNANCE THE LAW AND EXPLOITATION OF FREE LABOUR IN THE EXPERIENCE ECONOMY 
TO CULTURAL STUDIES 7E HAVE ALREADY MENTIONED 3AL (UMPHREYS @2ULING 
THE 6IRTUAL 7ORLD 'OVERNANCE IN -ASSIVELY -ULTIPLAYER /NLINE 'AMES 
AND $AVID .IEBORG AND 3HENJA VAN DER 'RAAFS  @4HE -OD )NDUSTRIES 
4HE )NDUSTRIAL ,OGIC OF .ON-ARKET 'AME 0RODUCTION 4WO FURTHER 
ARTICLES RELATE TO TEXTUAL ANALYSIS AND QUESTIONS OF REPRESENTATION AND TO 
DEVELOPING WELLTHEORIZED AUDIENCE ETHNOGRAPHY IN GAMING 6ÓT ÁISLER 
PRESENTS A REPRESENTATION STUDY WITH A TWIST IN @$IGITAL !RABS 2EPRESEN
TATION IN 6IDEO 'AMES !LTHOUGH !RAB COUNTERPARTS TO !MERICAS !RMY ARE 
NOT YET HUGELY ECONOMICALLY SUCCESSFUL THEY DO SUGGEST A CRITICAL PRACTICE 
IN GAMER CULTURE THAT OTHERWISE REMAINS HIDDEN $ANIEL 0ARGMAN AND 
0ETER *AKOBSSON PROVIDE A STRONG EXAMPLE OF AUDIENCE RESEARCH IN GAME 
STUDIES 4HEIR @$O 9OU "ELIEVE IN -AGIC #OMPUTER 'AMES IN %VERYDAY 
,IFE USES INTERVIEW MATERIAL TO BUILD NEW GAME STUDIES THEORY FROM THE 
PERSPECTIVE OF AUDIENCES
4HE BOOK REVIEWS IN THIS ISSUE ARE MEANT TO GIVE A FULLER SENSE OF THE FIELD 
OF GAME STUDIES TO THOSE READERS WHO ARE NOT FAMILIAR WITH IT !CCORDING 
THEM AN IMPORTANT ROLE WE HAVE MOVED AWAY FROM THE CLASSIC ORDER OF 
THINGS IN JOURNALS AND INTERSPERSED REVIEWS WITH THE ARTICLES !LSO NOTABLY 
WE DECIDED TO CONCLUDE THIS ISSUE OF %UROPEAN *OURNAL OF #ULTURAL 3TUDIES 
WITH A COLUMN BY ONE OF THE LEADING SCHOLARS IN THE FIELD RATHER THAN USE 
IT AS AN OPENING &RANS -ËYRËS @/PEN )NVITATION -APPING 'LOBAL 'AME 
#ULTURES )SSUES FOR A 3OCIOCULTURAL 3TUDY OF 'AMES AND 0LAYERS IS A CALL 
FOR SELFREFLECTION IN THE GAME STUDIES COMMUNITY AS WELL AS A CALL TO ARMS 
FOR ALL OF US  INTERESTED IN GAMES AND GAMING  IN ORDER TO CONTRIBUTE TO 
A STRONG FACTUAL RESEARCH BASE )N A FIELD SO FULL OF FANS TOO MUCH USE IS 
MADE OF DATA PROVIDED BY THE VERY INDUSTRY FROM WHICH WE WOULD LIKE 
TO BE EMANCIPATED
3PEAKING BOTH AS A GAMING FAN AND AS ONE LIVING IN A HOUSEHOLD FULL 
OF FANS WE WOULD LIKE TO UNDERSCORE THE NEED TO BUILD A SOLID KNOWLEDGE 
BASE 4HIS WILL ADD TO  RATHER  THAN DESTROY  THE FUN &URTHERMORE WE 
WOULD LIKE TO EMPHASIZE THAT BY UNDERSTANDING HOW THE CIRCUITS OF POWER 
AND CULTURE ARE LINKED GAME STUDIES CAN MOVE AHEAD AND IN SO DOING 
ENERGIZE CULTURAL  STUDIES ,ET US DISCOVER WHETHER 2ICHARD *OHNSONS 
OBSERVATIONS HAVE BEEN ANSWERED OR WHETHER  INDEED WE ARE ALLOWING 
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THIS NEW FIELD TO MOVE INTO THE MODE OF @NORMAL SCIENCE BECOMING AN 
ORTHODOXY RATHER THAN A VIBRANT AND ENERGETIC ENGAGED AND PUBLIC MODE 
OF CULTURAL CRITIQUE
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